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climb over some part of our very extensive wall at night and get
into the Embassy by breaking a window. I don't like heroics but
have no intention of letting a group of those rough-necks carve me
up without a reasonable attempt at repartee.
In one of my conversations with a Japanese official he took my
hand and put it over his heart. I thought he meant to convey the
idea that his heart was in the right place, but it felt like a very hard
heart and I soon grasped the idea that the hardness wasn't his' heart
at all but a very business-like gun. Many Japanese are just as much
in danger from the military extremists as are we.
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October 20, 1941	t
Since the American press and radio are almost universally inter-
preting the present government as a preliminary move leading to an
attack on Russia or to some other positive action which will in-
evitably bring about hostilities between Japan and the United
States, I am setting forth certain factors, some based on fact and
others on valid assumption, which indicate that the opinion which
appears to have been accepted by the American public in regard
to the meaning of the change of government in Japan may not be
an accurate appraisal of the situation viewed in perspective.
We are informed by a confidant of Prince Konoye that the latter
decided to resign, and in so doing to ensure that the Prime Minister
who succeeded him would be an official who would attempt to pursue
the policy inaugurated by the previous government of reconstructing
relations with the United States and bringing about a settlement
of the China affair.
We believed that should our exploratory conversations break down
or the expected formal negotiations fail, Prince Konoye would be
forced to retire and his government be succeeded by a military dic-
tatorship and not by a civilian government. In view of the fact that
the conversations have not been broken off, the conditions to which
the above prognostication was related have not obtained. We think
that a reasonable motive for the resignation of the previous govern-
ment was Prince Konoye's belief that the conversations with the
United States would make more rapid progress if our Government
were dealing with a Prime Minister whose power was based on a
commanding position in and on support of the Army, which is the
controlling force in matters affecting policy, rather than with a
go-between. Despite the fact that, as anticipated, the Konoye Govern-
ment was succeeded not by a civilian but by a military mana indica-
tions of a willingness on the part of the Tojo Government to proceed
with the conversations in the light of the circumstances outlined in
the preceding paragraph would imply that it is premature to stig-
matize the Tojo Government as a military dictatorship committed

